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Answers to jennifer Brunk : 

 

1.I think passion has two meanings. 

Passion is something we never get bored of doing. 

Passion is where we will sacrifice everything to 

achieve that. 

achieve higher quality and softer products, using 

nano technology. 

 

For the second (2) and fifth (5) questions, you can 

see the pdf file (dailyhardherb standard process) 

and what is clear is that we have an official 

website and a solid team as well as some 

supporting equipment to improve good quality 
 

3. Among the products recommended for 

beginners namely, super green, white borneo,  

red md. 
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4. the best-selling products are mostly green 

products such as super green, green kapuas, green 

jongkong. and green md, green elephant. after that 

white borneo, white hulu, white md, red gold, red 

borneo. red bentuangie. 

 

 

 

6. I want to convey to everyone that kratom is an 

herbal plant that has the potential to reduce high 

blood pressure, relieve pain, and become a detox 

for drug addicts as an alternative way. 

and now kratom in Indonesia has officially 

become a category of medicinal plants by the 

Ministry of Health. This plant has long been used 

by ancestors in Thailand and other Southeast 

Asian countries such as Malaysia and Indonesia as 

a plant that can cure diseases in traditional ways. 

perhaps for general dosage for beginners you can 

see it from this website 

https://kratom.com/en/kratom-guide 
 

 

 

 



7. In my opinion, this company only wants to help 

the farmers become a better life, so we cooperate 

with them by cultivating farmers with our 

standards. 

to take kratom leaves and distribute all the 

materials to us. and besides, this company wants 

to help everyone be healthy by using 100% 

organic herbal products 
 

8. Super green, personally I like supergreen 

because it can help the spirit and increase body 

immunity as well as increase mood. 

but we really know that everyone has a different 

body. maybe not everyone is compatible with 

super green therefore they are free to choose 

which product is most suitable for them. 

 

 

 

 

9. I don't want to compete with any competitors. 

visually. my company just wants to help borneo 

farmers to live better. and help people to be 

healthy by consuming kratom leaves. and show 

the world that Indonesia has superior products in 

the herbal category. because besides the kratom 



company, I also run a coffee shop and clothing 

convection, to be more precise making my own 

brand in the world of clothing. it's good enough to 

help my income 
 


